
Chicago, IL, March 4-7, 2023 – Klaris will be exhibiting at The Inspired Home Show in Chicago to showcase
the the world's first clear, craft ice maker that will add a layer of luxury and entertainment to craft drinks
at home. This will be Klaris' first appearance since the product launch in January. "We are excited about
the opportunity to talk with customers about making clear ice," said Chase Haider, founder at Klaris. 

The Klaris Clear Ice Maker is a sleek, compact countertop appliance that makes up to eight (8) bar-quality
craft ice cubes per day. The ice making process is 2-3X faster than silicone molds - producing slow
melting, 2" cubes with extreme clarity and purity. Klaris elevates any drink from ordinary to extraordinary,
with it's perfectly clear and stunningly beautiful ice cubes. 

This is the first ice machine that will be the center of your social life. It is not just another ice maker or
silicone mold. Klaris' patent pending design was developed and engineered from the ground up for over
three years. We are taking and filling orders. "The ice is so clear I can't even see it in the machine," said
Klaris customer Michael Pappas. Come chat with our team and see the Clear Ice Maker at Booth IC-14 in
the Inventors Corner.
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By way of Midwest values, Klaris was derived from detailed craftsmanship in service of everyday simple pleasures.
It’s only fitting the idea originated at the dinner table. Distilled from a foundation in chemical engineering, Klaris
is where curiosity is practiced like a cherished hobby, inspired by the cheers of old friends. Klaris is on a mission to

elevate experiences at home, whether solo or in good company. We strive to foster creativity, collaboration,
kindness and customer happiness. As a company, we believe our community is the foundation of our success.

 
Life’s too short for cloudy ice. Cheers to Klaris!


